Effect of Dual Sensory Loss on Auditory Localization: Implications for Intervention
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Our sensory systems are remarkable in several respects. They are extremely sensitive, they each perform more than one function, and they interact in a complementary way, thereby providing a high degree of redundancy that is particularly helpful should one or more sensory systems be impaired. In this article, the problem of dual hearing and vision loss is addressed. A brief description is provided on the use of auditory cues in vision loss, the use of visual cues in hearing loss, and the additional difficulties encountered when both sensory systems are impaired. A major focus of this article is the use of sound localization by normal hearing, hearing impaired, and blind individuals and the special problem of sound localization in people with dual sensory loss.
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Introduction

Our sensory systems are remarkable in several respects. They are extremely sensitive, they each perform multiple functions, and they interact in a complementary way, thereby providing a high degree of redundancy. This article focuses on age-related dual sensory loss and the problems that might exist for audiologists in the fitting of hearing aids when there are decrements in both vision and hearing.

We will also discuss the use of auditory cues in vision loss, the use of visual cues in hearing loss, and the special problem of dual hearing and vision loss. A major focus of this article is the use of sound localization by normal hearing, hearing impaired and blind individuals, and the special problem of sound localization in people with dual sensory loss.

Hearing and vision complement each other in important ways. The visual system has much greater spatial resolution than the auditory system. In the example of localization of sounds in space, the location of a visible sound source (ie, a person speaking) can be identified visually with great accuracy. If the sound source is not visible, however, the auditory system can locate it but with less precision. Auditory localization is most accurate in the horizontal plane, while the accuracy of localization in the vertical plane and auditory distance estimation are much less so.

The auditory system has much greater temporal resolution than the visual system. Good temporal resolution is important for speech recognition because the acoustic speech signal consists of complex spectrotemporal cues that vary rapidly in time. The auditory system is well suited for processing signals of this type. The visual speech signal (ie, in speech-reading) consists of facial and body movements that convey speech cues. Those articulators that are visible in face-to-face communication (ie, lips, mouth, jaw) convey important speech cues, but this information is limited. Speech gestures by articulators that are hidden from view (ie, the back of the tongue) cannot be processed visually. Very rapid articulator movements are also not processed visually because of the relatively low temporal resolution of the visual system.

Although the visual speech signal conveys a limited amount of speech information, it nevertheless...
complements the acoustic speech signal in important ways. For example, speech sounds that are most susceptible to masking by environmental noises are also the easiest to see visually. These visual speech cues are a very effective supplement to the auditory speech signal under adverse listening conditions.

The overlapping functions and concomitant redundancies of the visual and auditory systems are of great value in the case of sensory impairments. In some cases, the redundant cues are used without the need for artificial intervention. For example, visual speech cues are used in normal speech perception when auditory cues are lost as a result of a hearing impairment. In the case of vision loss, the auditory system provides valuable cues to assist in navigation and hazard avoidance.

Auditory and visual sensitivity normally decrease with age and it is quite common for older people to have both significant hearing and visual impairments, thereby placing a greater load on cognitive processing, which also often declines with age. To develop effective methods of intervention for older people with one or more sensory deficits, it is important to know how sensory modalities interact and the extent to which deficits in one modality can be compensated for by other modalities. It is also important to understand the possible consequences of fitting certain hearing aid processing strategies for the dually impaired. Hearing aids have been developed for listeners with normal vision. Thus, they have been recommended on the premise that any limitations in sound localization ability will be negligible because the hearing aid user will have good visual abilities and will be able to compensate for the reduced or distorted localization cues. However, this is not the case for those with vision and hearing impairments. These issues will be addressed in this article.

# Vision and Hearing Impairment

A visual impairment can be defined as any chronic visual deficit that impairs everyday function and is not correctable by ordinary spectacles or contact lenses. Visual impairments include blindness and low vision. Low vision implies that the person can accomplish tasks with the use of compensatory visual strategies and environmental modifications.1

Legal blindness in the United States is typically defined as visual acuity with best correction in the better eye worse than or equal to 20/200 or a visual field extent of less than 20 in diameter. However, this definition represents an artificial distinction and has little value for rehabilitation, but it is significant in that it determines eligibility for certain disability benefits from the federal government.

Perfect sensory integration becomes more difficult in people with certain eye diseases such as advanced age-related maculopathy (AMD), which often cause dense central scotomas (blind spots) in both eyes.2 Eventually, most of these patients not only lose vision for fine detail but also learn to compensate for their vision loss by an alternative gaze strategy called “eccentric viewing.”3,4 They direct their gaze away from the object of interest, so that its image falls on a still intact region of the retina, called the “preferred retinal locus.”5 Depending on the severity of the disease that can cause varying degrees of topographic damage to the retina, the enforced diversion can be as large as 20.6 Thus, the enforced deviation of the eyes from a central position leads to a divergence between the retinal visual and the head-centered auditory coordinates. Hence, we have to expect that people with advanced maculopathies who use eccentric viewing will show deficits in their localization of objects in the world surrounding them.

Interestingly, in the most common types of visual impairment (glaucoma, cataract and media opacities, and AMD), all of which are age related,7,8 the loss of ability to detect low-contrast objects is a key factor. Just as significant in the aging population in general, low-contrast perception has been shown to fall off many times faster with age than visual acuity.9,10

In contrast to AMD, which results in a loss of central vision, glaucoma, a condition resulting from an increase in fluid pressure inside the eye, leads to optic nerve damage and loss of vision in the periphery. Diabetic retinopathy, a leading cause of blindness in American adults, is caused by changes in the blood vessels of the retina and causes more widespread and varied scotomas or “blind spots.”

Disability resulting from hearing impairment is the third most prevalent chronic disability identified by people over the age of 65 years.11,12 The hearing-impaired population in the United States, not including residents of nursing homes or retirement homes, is more than 31 million13 or more than 18% of the adult population.14 More than one-third of the population over 65 years of age is hearing impaired.15,16 Furthermore, of those hearing-impaired individuals who could benefit from acoustic amplification, only 1 in 5 use hearing aids.17 More than 70% of hearing aid wearers are over 65.18
It is well established that hearing loss and other perceptual problems related to aging cause an increase in overall communication difficulties.\textsuperscript{19-22} Self-reports by the elderly identify communication disabilities as one of the greatest problems in their lives.\textsuperscript{23} Older people with even mild hearing impairments experience disproportionate difficulty in face-to-face and audiovisual media communication under adverse listening conditions, such as the presence of background noise. For this group there is greater reliance, therefore, on visual cues such as speechreading and interpreting facial expressions. However, in this same over-65 population group (the fastest growing segment of our society), the vision needed for this function is often impaired.

Of the 3 million Americans with low vision, almost 1 million are “legally blind,” and roughly 200 000 are more severely impaired.\textsuperscript{24} Because of their reliance on narrow definitions of visual impairment, these figures underestimate its prevalence. (See Brabyn et al\textsuperscript{10} in this issue for a discussion of the characteristics of blind and visually impaired populations.)

The prevalence of vision loss, as in the case of hearing loss, increases significantly with age. For example, approximately 10\% of people over 75 have corrected visual acuity worse than 20/40.\textsuperscript{24} More than 1 million Americans who are 40 years and older are legally blind from eye disease and an additional 2.3 million are visually impaired.\textsuperscript{25} In addition, 17\% of Americans 45 years and older report some type of visual impairment even when wearing eyeglasses or contact lenses. The percentage rises with age to 26\% of people of age 75 years and older.\textsuperscript{7} It is estimated that 21\% of older adults in the United States have dual sensory impairments by 70 years of age.\textsuperscript{26}

**Auditory and Visual Localization**

An important feature of binaural hearing is that of sound localization. The ability to localize sound is important in everyday life for identifying the location of a target signal in the presence of competing signals, for allowing one to focus on a signal of interest, and to be alerted to potential hazards and their location. This ability is of value to people with normal vision and is of particular importance to people with vision loss.

Sound localization is a complex perceptual process that requires the integration of multiple acoustic cues.\textsuperscript{27} The two basic steps involved in learning to localize are the quantification of auditory cues and the association of cue values with appropriate locations in space.

The dual mechanism theory of binaural sound localization, sometimes referred to as the “duplex” theory,\textsuperscript{28} states that on the horizontal plane, low-frequency sounds are localized on the basis of interaural time differences (ITDs) and high-frequency sounds are localized on the basis of interaural intensity differences (IIDs). However, it has been shown that when wideband stimuli are produced with conflicting IID and ITD cues, listeners follow the direction of the ITD cue, as long as the stimuli include low frequencies.\textsuperscript{29} High-frequency sounds with low-frequency amplitude modulations can also be localized by means of the ITD of the modulation envelope. Localization in the vertical plane is dependent primarily on spectral shape cues.\textsuperscript{29} The reflection and diffraction of sound in and around the folds of the pinnae create perceptible high-frequency spectral differences by filtering the incoming sounds in a directionally dependent manner,\textsuperscript{30} a phenomenon that is primarily useful for localization on the vertical plane and for front–back discrimination.

In conversational speech, it is important for the individual to localize and then separate the intended signal from competing sounds. A deficit in sound localization will reduce the listener’s ability to locate the speaker and use audiovisual speech cues to improve speech perception.

It is well known that normal-hearing (NH) listeners can localize well in the horizontal plane and less well in the vertical plane. Depending on the stimuli and methodology, NH listeners have been reported to localize sounds in quiet (anechoic environments) on the order of 1° to 3° in the horizontal plane (H. J. Simon et al, unpublished data, 2006).\textsuperscript{30-32} Accuracy of localization is poorer for sources at the side of the head (as opposed to the median plane), and errors can be as large as 20° for sources in the rear and elevated above the horizontal plane.\textsuperscript{33,34} Similarly, accuracy of localization in the vertical plane is poorer than for the horizontal plane.\textsuperscript{35,36}

The binaural auditory system is remarkably sensitive to interaural differences. The just noticeable difference for ITD is on the order of tens of microseconds\textsuperscript{37,38} and on the order of 1 dB for IID.\textsuperscript{38-40} This remarkable sensitivity accounts for the high accuracy of localization in the horizontal plane. Interaural differences are less prominent for sounds in the vertical plane and in front–back discrimination, which helps account for the poorer localization ability under these conditions.\textsuperscript{41}
Durlach et al.,42 in a review of binaural studies prior to 1981, showed that general horizontal localization and lateralization performance was not easily predicted on the basis of the audiogram although it was degraded in subjects with sensorineural hearing loss, particularly those with presbyacusis, unilateral hearing loss, and bilateral asymmetry. More recently, Byrne, Noble, and colleagues36,43 and others44-46 found a moderate correlation between the severity of the hearing loss and horizontal localization difficulty and concluded that unaided localization by hearing-impaired subjects is affected by degree and type of hearing loss.36,47 Localization in the vertical plane by bilaterally impaired hearing-impaired listeners has been found to be at chance level, presumably because of the necessity to access high-frequency energy.35,36

The question of how well someone with a hearing loss can localize sound (with or without amplification) is still not fully resolved. Most studies of the localization abilities in sensorineural hearing loss listeners have been designed either for the purpose of describing binaural deficits36,38,48-51 or evaluating the effects of hearing aids and various amplification strategies,46,52-56 cochlear implants,57,58 ear-mold configurations,52-55,59 and ear protectors.60

Recent work from this laboratory61 studied unaided localization in the horizontal plane with listeners with NH and a group of hearing-impaired listeners who had symmetric bilateral hearing loss and who used bilateral amplification (BIN). There were three important findings in the study. First, accuracy of localization was small for the NH group and small but significantly worse for the BIN group of listeners. Second, precision of localization was high for both groups, but the BIN group showed a larger error in absolute judgments of direction and these errors were less symmetric than for the NH group. Third, the results for subjects with asymmetric losses or who have been aided monaurally were not as clear. Most of these subjects showed significantly poorer symmetry in their localization errors than for either the NH or BIN groups.

A recent study by Van den Bogaert et al.66 also tested bilaterally aided listeners with and without their hearing aids in a localization task. They found that when tested with their hearing aids, subjects performed worse than did the NH subjects. However, in agreement with the above study, more than one-half of the subjects reached NH performance levels when tested unaided. Thus, they concluded (cf.61) that independently operating hearing aids do not preserve localization cues.

An important advantage of binaural listening is that speech in a noisy environment is easier to understand. The improvement in speech intelligibility is because of two factors, head shadow or head diffraction effects and binaural auditory processing.62-64 The head shadow effect is purely acoustic and arises when the speech and interference or noise sources are in different locations. Binaural auditory processing is the ability of the binaural system to make use of the interaural difference cues (IID and ITD) in the received sounds, which enhances the separation of signal from interference (noise).

Despite the tremendous sensitivity of the binaural auditory system to acoustic localization cues, visual cues dominate auditory cues in sound localization. Although recent findings have shown that auditory information can change the percept of an unambiguous visual stimulus qualitatively (causing a strong visual illusion), it has long been considered that human beings are primarily visually oriented and that vision is the dominant modality in the multisensory perception of the world.65

The ability of a ventriloquist to make speech appear to come from a dummy is an example of visual localization cues taking precedence over competing auditory cues. A more striking example is that of the apparent source of sound in a drive-in theater. For those who can remember drive-in theaters, a loudspeaker placed on the car window delivers the soundtrack of the movie. The sound, however, appears to come from the visual image projected on the theater screen which is at some considerable distance from the car.

Conflicting visual and auditory cues can have a substantial impact on the perceived speech sound. McGurk,66 for example, showed that the perceived place of articulation of an auditory consonant (such as /ba/) can be influenced by the simultaneous presentation of a video signal of a talker saying a conflicting consonant such as /ga/. Usually, such a presentation is perceived by observers as “da” or “delta a” (known as fusion responses). The reverse pairing (auditory /ga/ paired with a visual /ba/) results in “bga.” In fact, the McGurk effect is a compelling example of the effect of visual speech cues on speech perception.67

Vision is the primary sense for determining safe paths of travel, detecting obstacles, and finding landmarks. For people who are blind or who have low vision, spatial hearing, the localization or perception of space via auditory cues, is critical. “Echolocation,” which is one component of spatial hearing, may play a role in independent travel for blind people.68
Echolocation involves a process for locating objects by means of sound waves produced by the emitter, such as clicks, chirps, cane taps, etc being reflected back to the emitter from objects in the environment. Detection of variations in naturally occurring sounds in the ambient sound field due to reflections by objects such as walls, locating sound sources, and locating the direction, distance and direction of moving sound sources are also very important to the visually impaired listener.

A person with vision impairment but normal hearing is more dependent on auditory cues for navigation, locating a desired sound source and separating it from competing sounds, and for identifying alerting signals than a person with normal vision and hearing. For many years there has been discussion regarding auditory compensatory mechanisms in the blind predicated on the theory that the loss of the visual information channel(s) results in greater emphasis on the other sensory modalities. This implies increased requirements for auditory processing. Two models have been proposed for defining the role of visual experience in the development of spatial hearing in blind listeners. The deficit model holds that auditory space has to be calibrated by vision. This model assumes that other kinds of experience cannot be substituted for the visual experience in the development of spatial hearing.

Alternatively, the compensation model assumes that, although visual experience may normally play a role in the development of spatial hearing, other kinds of experiences are also important and that compensation occurs through multimodal use. Some proponents of this model predict that spatial hearing may actually be better in persons with visual disabilities because nonvisual areas of perception may become more highly developed than in sighted individuals. Both models are supported by evidence from animals (barn owl, cat, and ferret) and humans.

Early studies regarding the ability of the blind to localize, a binaural task of vital significance to the blind population, reveal inconsistencies in the results (see Ashmead et al for a comprehensive review of spatial hearing in blind listeners). For example, Starlinger and Niemeyer and Muchnik et al found that blind subjects performed better than sighted listeners. Other studies of localization, however, found either no differences between the two groups or differences favoring the sighted groups. However, methodological problems and differences make comparisons between these studies difficult.

A recent study from this laboratory suggests that blind listeners are fully able to use the cues for spatial hearing and that vision is not a mandatory prerequisite for the calibration of human spatial hearing. In this study, the effects of varying ITD and IID were measured in NH sighted and congenitally totally blind listeners. The results of this study showed that blind listeners appear at least comparable and may be more sensitive to IID and ITD than sighted subjects, especially when attending to signals in the periphery. The findings support the compensation model: blind listeners are fully able to use the cues for spatial hearing and that vision is not a mandatory prerequisite for the calibration of human spatial hearing.

However, data on sound localization in the frontal plane are less conclusive. In people with low vision (not blind) there may be some question about whether reduced visual acuity results in improved auditory sensitivity and vice versa. The results of Lessard et al and Röder et al suggest that when visual input is absent, early auditory spatial representations continue to develop. This is consistent with the compensation model and cross-modal plasticity found in cats by Rauschecker and colleagues. After binocular deprivation, an increase in responsiveness to auditory and somatosensory stimulus in multimodal areas was found in the superior colliculus and the anterior ectosylvian sulcus. In addition, visually responsive units did not significantly decrease, resulting in an increased proportion of multisensory neurons. These results are analogous to studies of the congenitally deaf by Neville and colleagues, where evidence of enhanced early processing of peripheral visual events was found. However, in many studies, the greater accuracy in the totally blind subjects was attributed to some form of auditory compensation not available to the groups with residual vision.

Distance Perception

Although the mechanisms that allow human listeners to determine the direction of a sound source are well known, relatively little is known about auditory distance perception. One reason for this disparity is that auditory distance cues generally rely, at least in part, on the listener’s deductive knowledge about the source and/or the listening environment. Under real life auditory only conditions, listeners underestimate auditory source distance when the source is more than 1 meter away. This result differs from the visual only condition. However, accuracy of
source distance estimation is improved significantly and judgment variability is lowered by the addition of visual distance information.92

Auditory distance perception consists fundamentally of two cues: the intensity of the sound and the difference between the arrival of the sound and any subsequent reflections from nearby objects, that is, the walls of a room.30 The first signal to arrive (the direct sound) is independent of the properties of the room. The subsequent signals (the acoustic reflections) provide complex acoustic cues on both the distance of the sound source and the acoustic characteristics of the room.

It has been found that hearing-impaired listeners show deficits in the ability to use some of the cues for distance perception.93 Using a synthetic paradigm, psychometric functions were measured for the distance discrimination of spoken sentences in a virtual room under two conditions: (a) overall level and both direct and reflected sound cues available and (b) overall level cue eliminated. The hearing-impaired subjects performed as well as the NH controls when both cues were available but less well when the overall level cue was eliminated. In addition, there were significant correlations between the self-reported distance capabilities as measured by the Speech, Spatial and Qualities of Hearing Scale.94 From this result it was suggested that hearing-impaired listeners might have a diminished capacity to discriminate distances using the relationship between the direct and reflected sounds (the reverberant sound field). In comparison, distance discrimination is much better when overall level is the primary cue.95,96

In another study of distance perception, Zahorik92 showed that the use of vision improved auditory distance judgment accuracy and lowered judgment variability compared to the condition in which only audition was used. However, the accuracy of the auditory-only condition was found to improve over the course of the experiment, which has implications for wayfinding in visually impaired listeners, and will be discussed below.

Visual Cues in Speech Perception

A sighted person with a hearing impairment is more dependent on visual cues for navigation, for locating a desired sound source in the presence of competing sounds (in the case of speech communication, facing the speaker provides valuable supplementary speech-reading cues), and for identifying alerting signals.

Although speech is conveyed primarily by auditory cues, visual speech cues are particularly helpful when the auditory signal is impoverished, as in the case of background noise and/or reverberation, or as a result of a hearing loss. For example, acoustic cues conveying information on place of articulation (ie, the primary difference in articulation between /b/ and /d/) are typically not perceived in the case of a hearing loss. In contrast, visual cues signaling place of articulation are perceived with little difficulty. Acoustic cues conveying manner-of-articulation (i.e., the primary difference in articulation between /d/ and /z/) are not affected quite as much by a hearing loss but are much harder to see visually. Acoustic cues conveying voicing (ie, the difference between /s/ and /z/) are least affected by a hearing loss; voicing cues are extremely difficult to perceive in the visual speech signal.97-102

Some and Pollack,103 Erber,104 MacLeod and Summerfield,105 and others have found that for listeners with normal hearing listening to speech in noise, the use of both auditory and visual cues resulted in a substantial improvement in speech intelligibility, equivalent to a reduction of the speech-to-noise ratio by 7 to 15 dB, or more, depending on the speech material (words, continuous speech) and the noise level. The contribution of visual speech cues to speech intelligibility increases with increasing impoverishment of the auditory signal; that is, with increasing background noise or reverberation or other distortions of the speech signal. Berryman et al106 also found that errors of voice, place of articulation, and manner of articulation were markedly reduced by 70% or more when vision was added to hearing in a word-in-noise discrimination task.

In an analysis of the articulation index (AI) for auditory–visual consonant recognition, Grant and Walden100 found that voicing, manner, and place information were not independent and that one feature alters the expected performance of another. In addition, the recognition of voicing was solely determined by the auditory modality; there was no difference between the auditory and auditory–visual conditions.100 A more recent article by Schwartz et al,107 however, showed that visual speech information, in conjunction with acoustic information (a cross-modality timing cue), can be used to improve voicing recognition.

Significance of Dual Loss: Speech Recognition

As noted above, the importance of visual speech cues increases with increasing impoverishment of
the auditory signal. Visual speech cues are thus of greater importance for more severe hearing losses. The mutual redundancy of auditory and visual speech cues is thus of great value for people with hearing loss, but it is important to note that subtle vision losses can seriously reduce speechreading ability. The human face and lips are relatively low-contrast targets, and ability to speechread is likely to be significantly affected by losses of visual contrast sensitivity even when acuity is preserved at near-normal levels. Loss of visual contrast sensitivity is common in aging. Functions such as the ability to see low-contrast objects (contrast sensitivity), and the ability to see in the presence of veiling glare decline much faster with age than does visual acuity. In the 90- to 95-year-old age group, for example, median visual acuity is only about 2 times worse than that of a young normal, although contrast sensitivity is about 6 times worse, and ability to see a low-contrast target in glare is about 18 times worse.10

Significance of Dual Loss: Localization

As discussed earlier, it is well known that NH listeners can localize well in both the horizontal and vertical planes. Localization ability by people with symmetric hearing loss is almost as good as for NH listeners in the horizontal plane but is extremely poor in the vertical plane. Recently, the basic mechanisms underlying audiovisual interactions in sound localization have been investigated with a variety of techniques,116-119 there is no scientific report to date investigating these interactions in people for whom they should matter most, namely those with severe visual impairment or listeners with visual and hearing problems. Such studies would investigate any adaptive changes in adult human sound and visual localization that mirror the effects of the visual or auditory impairment as reported in the studies above.

Acoustic Amplification for Dual Sensory Loss

Hearing aids have been designed for sighted people with hearing loss. These hearing aids can also be of great benefit to people with both hearing and vision loss, but there are some special factors that need to be taken into account. As pointed out by Dillon,120 “The provision of bilateral hearing aids is extremely important for hearing-impaired people with severe visual problems. Even small improvements in localization are likely to be extremely important because of the increased importance to such people of auditory perception.” Simon61 has also shown, on the basis of recent research and clinical and theoretical arguments, that bilateral amplification should be the first choice for maximizing localization ability. There are, however, some special cases for which bilateral amplification is contraindicated.121

At present, a true binaural hearing aid has yet to be developed that can be programmed to maximize localization ability for a bilateral hearing loss by appropriate adjustments to the interaural amplitude and phase characteristics of the instrument. There is some movement in the industry towards the development of a true binaural hearing aid but, at present, it is common practice to use two similar hearing aids.
The underlying assumption with respect to sound localization using bilateral amplification is that interaural distortions or limitations introduced by bilateral amplification will be small and will have little effect on the localization of sound sources. In addition, visual localization cues will take precedence over auditory cues and the auditory system will adapt to the amplified auditory localization cues. This assumption is not unreasonable if two similar single-channel linear hearing aids are used and the amplified auditory localization cues are not very different from the true localization cues.

The above assumption, however, is questionable for more advanced nonlinear forms of signal processing. Wide dynamic range multichannel compression (WDRMCC), for example, can distort substantially the interaural cues used for sound localization. In this form of amplification, the gain at each ear is adjusted continuously depending on the signal intensity. Interaural intensity difference is an important cue for sound localization and the ongoing gain adjustments in WDRMCC will distort this cue substantially. Interaural time differences will also be distorted depending on the dynamics of the compression system at each ear. The problem is compounded by additional interaural distortions introduced by the use of multiband compression.

There is a limited body of research on the effect of interaural distortions of the type introduced by compression amplification on auditory localization. Bakke\textsuperscript{122} found that horizontal localization was not compressed amplification on auditory localization. This assumption is not unreasonable if two similar single-channel linear hearing aids are used and the amplified auditory localization cues are not very different from the true localization cues.

The above assumption, however, is questionable for more advanced nonlinear forms of signal processing. Wide dynamic range multichannel compression (WDRMCC), for example, can distort substantially the interaural cues used for sound localization. In this form of amplification, the gain at each ear is adjusted continuously depending on the signal intensity. Interaural intensity difference is an important cue for sound localization and the ongoing gain adjustments in WDRMCC will distort this cue substantially. Interaural time differences will also be distorted depending on the dynamics of the compression system at each ear. The problem is compounded by additional interaural distortions introduced by the use of multiband compression.

There is a limited body of research on the effect of interaural distortions of the type introduced by compression amplification on auditory localization. Bakke\textsuperscript{122} found that horizontal localization was not altered significantly with compression ratios up to 2:1 or with IID reductions up to 50%. Localization accuracy was degraded only when IID cues were attenuated completely in the absence of ITD cues. This result suggests that WDRMCC may not have a significant negative effect on localization provided ITD cues are not distorted. Bear in mind that this study was conducted with compression in a single band. This result may not necessarily hold for multiband compression systems.

It should be noted that WDRMCC is most useful in the high frequencies where the reduction in dynamic range of hearing is typically most severe. It should also be noted that ITD cues for sound localization are important in the low frequencies (ie, below approximately 1000 Hz). These observations suggest that a variation of WDRMCC is needed. Frequencies below 1000 Hz should be amplified linearly so that important low-frequency localization cues (ITDs in particular) are preserved while the advantages of WDRMCC are implemented in the high-frequency region where they are most needed.

Another issue is that of distance perception in listeners with dual sensory loss. As discussed earlier, distance perception is affected by hearing loss\textsuperscript{123} and that people with hearing loss rely mainly on changes in overall level as their primary auditory cue for distance perception. Signal processing strategies that affect overall level (such as compression amplification) can thus provide misleading auditory cues for distance perception. The problem is likely to be more serious for people with dual sensory loss who rely heavily on auditory cues for wayfinding.

There is currently great interest in the use of directional inputs (ie, a directional microphone or microphone array) for improving speech recognition in noise. People with a hearing loss or dual sensory loss can benefit from this form of signal processing when listening to speech in the presence of competing signals coming from different directions, as in a noisy restaurant or cocktail party. A directional input, however, will attenuate alerting signals and other important information coming from a direction outside the range of the directional input. For a person with dual sensory loss this can be a very serious limitation. Similarly, directional hearing aids can be detrimental to people with low vision or blindness who rely heavily on these cues for wayfinding, localization, and distance perception.

Ricketts\textsuperscript{123} has reported that some of the problems associated with highly directional hearing aids are “tunnel hearing” (not being aware of important sounds not directly in front of the listener) and limited low-frequency microphone sensitivity. Directional microphones typically have a 6 dB per octave reduction in low-frequency sensitivity. Although compensation for the associated low-frequency attenuation is necessary for audibility in listeners with low-frequency hearing losses greater than approximately 40 dB HL,\textsuperscript{124} gain compensation for listeners with little or no low-frequency hearing loss is not recommended because of the potential increase in audibility of the low-frequency microphone noise floor. Ricketts\textsuperscript{123} also notes that there is a directional disadvantage in some noisy environments, especially when the target speech, for example, is behind or at the side(s) of the listener.

Henry and Ricketts,\textsuperscript{125} in comparing three listening conditions including unaided and the bilaterally fitted...
behind-the-ear hearing aids in omnidirectional and directional microphone modes, found that changes in IIDs from those provided by the unaided ear did not consistently result in decreases in auditory localization accuracy as hypothesized. Localization accuracy was significantly poorer in the aided omnidirectional microphone mode than in the unaided condition. Localization for unaided and directional conditions, however, was not significantly different from each other.

A blind person is critically dependent on acoustic cues in wayfinding. To develop hearing aids for blind people with hearing loss it is important to know the nature of the acoustic cues used by blind people in wayfinding. Kuttruff investigated the ambient sound field in a room. He found that the sound field is not spatially uniform and interference patterns cause sound pressure to build up near the boundaries (walls, floors, ceilings.) This buildup extends further from the boundaries for low-frequency (less than 500 Hz) than for higher frequency sounds (3-6 feet vs 1 inch).

In a related study, Ashmead and colleagues investigated the specific acoustic information available to travelers to detect a wall on their periphery. Their results were in agreement with Kuttruff’s model of the sound field in a room and the importance of low frequency signals for wayfinding. They found that listeners were able to detect a spectral shift in the ambient sound field near a wall and not necessarily an overall increase in sound level. This spectral shift was in the low frequency region at an average distance of 47 cm from a wall. This finding was consistent with another result, which showed that the walking paths of blind children were straighter and more parallel in hallways that were narrower than 3 meters. These results emphasize the importance of low-frequency cues in wayfinding and the need for hearing aids that will amplify low-frequency acoustic cues with minimal distortion.

Cochlear implant (CI) processing is also of interest in the population with dual sensory loss. Recently, bilateral electrical stimulation has been used with CI users. Tyler et al. stated that precise timing of intra-aural electrical stimulation to preserve ITD cues on a pulse-by-pulse basis has not been shown with two CIs functioning independently, nor has the problem of coding level differences between the ears been solved. Without such processing interaural cues of ITD and IID would be lost. These cues, as discussed, are basic to localization and would impair listeners’ abilities.

Recent studies have nevertheless shown a benefit of bilateral CI stimulation for some bilateral implant users (children and adults). Benefits include improved localization, binaural unmasking, and good sensitivity to interaural level differences in lateralization. Interestingly, an attempt to preserve the fine-structure ITD cues did not show an improvement over the unprocessed cues.

Conclusions

The auditory and visual modalities complement each other in important ways. This redundancy is of great value if one or the other modality is impaired. Visual speech cues, for example, compensate for many of the auditory speech cues that are lost as a result of a hearing loss, while auditory localization cues are of great value to people with vision loss. Much of this redundancy is lost, however, if both hearing and vision are impaired.

The focus of this article is on auditory localization and the effect of dual sensory loss on localization ability and, concomitantly, on wayfinding ability. Although there is a substantial body of literature documenting the great precision and accuracy of localization in people with normal hearing and a smaller but significant body of literature documenting the localization abilities of people with hearing loss, there is an almost complete lack of data on the localization abilities of people with both vision and hearing loss.

In summary, these investigations show that normal hearing individuals have excellent auditory localization ability (in the horizontal plane) and that the localization ability for sighted individuals with symmetric bilateral hearing impairment is almost as good for the unaided condition but not necessarily for the aided condition. These data indicate that in many, if not most, cases bilateral hearing aids are distorting the interaural cues for auditory localization. At present, there are no true binaural hearing aids that allow for interaural time and intensity cues to be adjusted for accurate sound localization. Bilateral hearing aids are nevertheless widely recommended based on the assumption that the hearing aid user has normal or near normal vision (with eyeglasses) and that visual localization cues will take precedence over any misleading auditory localization cues introduced by imperfect bilateral amplification. This assumption, however, is questionable for people with dual sensory loss.
The problem of misleading sound localization cues in bilateral amplification is potentially worse with modern wide dynamic range compression hearing aids. These hearing aids alter the gain depending on the signal level and, consequently, they can introduce intensity differences that distort the interaural cues used for sound localization. If these hearing aids, in addition, distort ITD cues, accuracy of localization is likely to be reduced substantially. Hearing aids with directional inputs can also distort the interaural cues used for sound localization. There have been few experiments investigating the effect of wide dynamic range compression and/or directional inputs on localization ability, and a more substantial experimental effort is needed to determine the effects of these and related methods of signal processing on auditory localization.

Inferences based on data obtained for sighted people with hearing loss, but with no visual cues, indicate that methods of amplification for individuals with dual sensory loss should not distort low frequency cues, particularly for wayfinding applications, and that the advantages of wide dynamic range amplitude compression should be limited to high frequencies (ie, above 1000 Hz). It is also important to bear in mind that a directional input can improve speech-to-noise ratio (an important consideration for communication in a noisy restaurant or cocktail party), but it does so at the expense of attenuating alerting signals from directions outside the range of the directional input.

In short, if visual cues are not available to compensate for the loss of or distortions to auditory localization cues, as may occur with current forms of bilateral amplification, it is important that the method of amplification should not distort these auditory cues. In particular, the amplification system should not distort either ITD or IID cues in the low frequencies where these cues are especially important.
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